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2002 ThorneWorks Faery Flyer(c) Coaster Racing Wagon
OWNER'S MANUAL
---------------------------------------------------------------------Congratulations! you are now the proud owner of one little mean machine- This is not
just an ordinary toy wagon, this little hummer can fly! Follow the simple
instructions below to get the most from your way-cool new ride. Easy to operate, the
ThorneWorks Faery Flyer comes with all the following exciting features:
*-*-*-*-*-*
Heavy-Duty Construction:
Just take a look at your new flyer in Poser_4's Lit Wireframe, Hidden Line, or
Wireframe preview modes and notice the elegant polygon structure. This little jewel
is built of high integrity precision geometry to render right the first time, every
time- WITHOUT those unsightly phantom surface shadows or surprise post-render
anomalies. Built to last virtually forever, the Faery Flyer is equally at ease
cruising that new sidewalk or taking off across the wide open backyards!
*-*-*-*-*-*
Single Pivot-Pin Steering:
Steering your new Faery Flyer is easy as brambleberry pie! The single pivot point
located on the bolt of the "frontMount" body part is all you need to make those
corners in style and comfort. Select the frontMount part with the mouse or from the
"Body Parts" menu, and you will see a single rotation dial labeled "Turn". The upper
and lower limits have already been set to prevent dangerous oversteering- the only
thing easier would be letting someone else do it for you!
Also mounted to the frontAxle part is the front steering yoke assembly, which
consists of the tongue, shank, and yoke handle. Both the tongue and the shank have
"Up-Down" dials as the only rotation parameters, and the limits have been set on
both. A stylish wooden grip on the yoke handle has been designed to fit Poser hands
with ease- Whether racing or being pulled by a big kid, these parts are engineered
with the driver's comfort in mind!
*-*-*-*-*-*
Smooth Rolling:
To get yourself rolling in your Faery Flyer, you need only select the axles and give
'em a spin! The two parts labeled "frontAxle" and "rearAxle" each contain a single
rotation dial labeled "Roll". a setting from 0 towards the plus numbers rolls the
axles, and in "turn" (sorry, can't help it) the wheels and tires forward; moving the
"Roll" dial setting towards the negative numbers will roll the wheels backwards.

Just watch out for those speed traps your little sister has set up! This brings us
to a related feature*-*-*-*-*-*
Heavy-Duty Wheels and Tires:
The solid wheels inside each tire will provide you with plenty of torque for those
quick jumps from the Starting Line or for escaping your little sister who wants to
give you a speeding ticket. Now just look at the deep groove treads on those
virtual-pneumatic tires! These babies will grip the sidewalk while splashing through
the deepest puddles, and provide you with great traction on those steep
cross-country hill climbs! Each separate wheel and tire also has a "Roll" dial- Need
4 wheel drive to get through that sandbox? No problem! Your Flyer has independent
traction on all four wheels!
*-*-*-*-*-*
Rear Leaf-Spring Suspension:
The Faerie toymakers at ThorneWorks are aware that all sidewalks are not new; in
fact some of them can get pretty lumpy. Talk about stepping on the cracks, whew!
Besides that, you may just want to try out some of those dirt trails over in the
empty lot, or cut across the backyards to get to your afternoon snack in a hurry
when Mama calls! The ThorneWorks Faery Flyer is equipped with solid rear leaf-spring
suspension to smoothe out those old cracked sidewalks and those bumpy backyards.
You'll feel like you're riding on a cushion of (virtual) air!
*-*-*-*-*-*
The Factory Finish:
Most parts do not even need a texture map because of the detailed mapping and
multiple material regions included with the Faery Flyer. A partial texture map is
included for the wagon and applied to the bed for the cool side logos. A standard
chrome reflection map is included for the shiny metal parts, and a very nice wooden
board texture is included for the sideboards and the handle grip.
IMPORTANT NOTICE:
The file named "Barnwood5cBUM.jpg" MUST BE converted to a Poser bump map in the .BUM
format FIRST, and BEFORE launching your flyer for the first time. After that, Poser
should find the bump map just fine. Also included are texture templates (all in
Windows .BMP format) for the wagon and the props, so you can customize your little
ride to suit your own tastes!
You will find all texture files and templates stored inside your
Poser_4 main directory under the subfolder structure:
Runtime\Textures\Thorneworks\
Also included you will find a bonus texture map of a sidewalk running across a
grassy yard and the bump map to go with it, to be applied to the "Ground" plane
object in Poser_4. As before, the bump map is in .JPG format and will have to be
converted to Poser's .BUM format before using.

(Note: the reflection map is stored in the "Runtime/Reflection Maps" folder. You may
already have this file- to the best of our knowledge it is either a Poser_4 included
file or resides within the public domain. All other maps and textures are certified
ThorneWorks originals.)
*-*-*-*-*-*
AND THAT'S NOT ALL FOLKS:
Your new ThorneWorks Faery Flyer Coaster Racing Wagon comes equipped with optional
wooden sideboards to give you a whopping zglbrf cubic faerie-feet of carrying
capacity! You can haul those daily newspapers, a ton-O-toys, or pile the whole gang
in the back and take off for a joyride! To be sure those solid wheels look great
just as they are, but you can also dress them up in their own chrome baby-moon
hubcaps for stylin' down the boulevard.
When you launch the Faery Flyer from the CR2 in your Poser Figures:Articulate Props
folder, you will find the sideboards and hubcaps already installed. These items are
separate props however, already parented to the correct wagon part. To remove them,
just select a prop and make it invisible in the Object:Properties window of Poser_4.
Don't worry if you delete one the props by mistake, you will find every one of the
props stored separately in your Props Library, under a folder named "ThorneWorks".
These are smart props folks, all you have to do is double click on the Library
thumbnail and the props will install themselves! How's THAT for Faerie Magic?
Hahahaha!
*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*
ThorneWorks recommends that you always drive safely, obey all sidewalk traffic laws,
and escape from your little sister whenever possible.
And NEVER DRINK AND DRIVE- that milk moustache might just end up wrapped around your
ears! Not to mention you'll probably drop your fresh baked chocolate chip cookie
that Mama just made for you onto the dirty ol' ground, and then you'll have to dust
it off to eat it, or even worse: You'll have to chase down that puppy who snagged it
and when you get it back it will be all soggy and slobbery and you'll have to throw
away at least part of it, and the rest of it just isn't going to taste exactly right
you KNOW.
Drive Smart and Be Alert, Arrive Unhurt!
ONE MORE THING:
Look for the ThorneWorks Faery Flyer Coaster Racing Wagon Customizing Kit to be
released soon- You can make your cool wagon into so much more!
*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*

The Faery Flyer Package comes with all the following files:
The figure and Geometry files:
-----------------------------FaeryFlyer.cr2
FaeryFlyer.rsr
FaeFlyer.obj
FaeFlyer.rsr
frontHubcaps.obj
frontHubcaps.rsr
rearHubcaps.obj
rearHubcaps.rsr
sideboardL.obj
sideboardL.rsr
sideboardR.obj
sideboardR.rsr
backboard.obj
backboard.rsr
The Texture Templates and Maps:
------------------------------sideboards.bmp
backboard.bmp
FaeFlyer.bmp
Hubcaps.bmp
FFTex01.jpg
Barnwood5c.jpg
Barnwood5cBUM.jpg
Chrome_2Refl.jpg
sidewalkGroundBUM1.jpg
sidewalkGroundTex1.jpg
The "Store 'Em In Your Garage" Stand-Alone Prop Files:
-----------------------------------------------------FlyerFrontHubcaps.pp2
FlyerFrontHubcaps.rsr
FlyerRearHubcaps.pp2
FlyerRearHubcaps.rsr
FlyerSideboard-L.pp2
FlyerSideboard-L.rsr
FlyerSideboard-R.pp2
FlyerSideboard-R.rsr
FlyerBackboard.pp2
FlyerBackboard.rsr
And this Read_Me file, which is included as "Read_Me_FaeryFlyer_Owners_Manual.txt"
*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*
ALL FILES ARE COPYRIGHT 2001 by ThorneWorks (except where noted)

ALL RIGHTS RESERVED
No part of this package may be redistributed, in whole or part, in any form or
format by any means whatsoever without DIRECT WRITTEN CONSENT from ThorneWorks
THIS PRODUCT IS PROTECTED
UNDER NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL COPYRIGHT LAW
Fines for deliberate copyright infringement
under U.S. law may exceed $10,000.00 PER INFRINGEMENT
That means FOR EACH AND EVERY ILLEGALLY DISTRIBUTED COPY
*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*
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